The sector of the thermographic control of the electric installations is a large user of thermal cameras. This sector has a very large variety of cameras of which image quality is an asset. However, it is not enough to guarantee an exact measurement of temperature. In this work, we give an advanced reading of the Slit response function. It enables us to quantify the systematic error in temperature for a wire-shape object at the T1 temperature for any wire cross dimension d and back side radiometric temperature (T0), relative to target-camera distance D and using a thermal focal plane array camera. The procedure is detailed and a result obtained on a commercial camera is shown.
Introduction
For thermal focal plane camera, we can classify the characteristics of the thermal cameras in two distinct application fields [1] : imagery (the camera provides images) and measurement (the camera is a radiometric apparatus). This is why French standart treats about two resolutions: the Spatial Resolution of Observation or PRSO and the Spatial Resolution of Measurement or PRSM.
A fine analysis of the process of formation of the images shows the limits for spatial resolution. A study of the spot of diffusion indicates a very strong sensitivity with the the optical number N and the camera's spectral band. Applied to the focal plane array (FPA) cameras. the spot of diffusion is associated with the impulse response D(x) of a detector. In this formalism, we will then be able to give an interpretation of the signal provided by the observation of a slit presenting a strong thermal contrast (Slit Response Function).
Such test will be detailed in connection with the exactitude in temperature. One will point out the characterization of spot size ratio (SSR) very useful in pyrometry but new in thermography.
In this article, one will call upon the French standards of thermography [2] . Nevertheless FPA cameras being posterior to the standards, those became incomplete and sometimes unsatisfactory.
The metrological aspects will be treated in the respect of the International Vocabulary from Metrology or VIM [3].
Spatial resolution of observation
In imagery field, it is of use to define the Spatial Resolution of Observation (PRSO) by the number of detectors whereas the standard specifies it by an angle. Thus, the PRSO is the product of the number of detectors on a line (ndh) and number of detectors on a column (ndV): for example ndH × ndV = 320 × 240.
Because of matrices of non standardized size, one does indicate an objective by his angle FOV -Field Of View -under which the camera sees the thermal scene (HFOV: horizontal angle, and VFOV: vertical angle). In geometrical optics, a detector of the FPA sees an elementary surface ΔS of the thermal scene under an angle called IFOV (Instantaneous Field Of View) (see fig. 1 ).
There are The PRSO of a camera having an objective of HFOV = 18° and a matrix of 160 X 120 detectors can also be expressed by the value of the IFOV ≈ 2 mrad or also 1.2 mm @ 0.6 m where 0.6 m is the minimal distance from focusing of the objective.
Limits of the spatial resolution of observation in focal plane array camera
The nature of the light imposes a limit on the spatial resolution of observation. Mainly because of the phenomena of diffraction and aberration, the image of a point is not a point. These phenomena degrade the spatial resolution of observation of any optical systems.
Diffraction and the geometric aberrations are physical phenomena present in systems using pupils (lens. diaphragm…). This phenomena transform the image of a point into a spot of diffusion.
The diffusion spot size will depend mainly on the optical number N seen in f/N of the optical system. Sometimes antagonistic, the deformations could be corrected. The processes of corrections are well-known by opticians. In some simple cases, it is possible to determine the angular extent of the spot of diffusion.
In table 1, we evaluate the diffusion spot size of diffusion in the case of a thin Germanium lens used for spectral band LWIR (n=4, ν=1112). The lens presents a focal distance of 100 mm and a diameter 2h = 50 mm. Evaluations are given to FOV of 20° and optic number N=f/2h=2 (f/2 optic). This example shows that PRSO is strongly limited by the quality of used lens. specially at the edge of the images where coma an astigmatisme are dominant.
At the center of image and for an achromatic optics, the scattering angle cannot be less than 1.6 mrad for an optic number of f/2 in the LWIR band. It is not rare to meet cameras of optic number greater (f/1). For such cameras, The scattering angle is strongly increased.
Other parameters of design limit the spatial resolution of observation: let us quote the variation of its local sensitivity of the detector. the electronics of reading. etc… All these factors give the impulse linear response D(x) of the system. One models the impulse response by a Gaussian function in which σ represents a caracteristic scattering diffusion corresponding to 84% of received flow (± σ). the FPA camera are conceived in such manner so σ is of the same order as the dectector dimension. The associated solid angle σ/f (f: focal distance) is identified with the instantaneous field of view (IFOV).
Slit Response Function (SRF)
In the impulse response formalism. it is possible to determine the spatial resolution criteria of the system. The relative maximum value of the signal given by The value corresponding to 50% of SRF is represented by dimension σ or the angular σ/f ≈ IFOV of the camera. SRF test is very useful when one search to clarify the precautions to be taken for "correct" temperature measurement of a wire. To carry out the test. we usually use a slit : The lips of the slit present the radiometric temperature T0 ( back side radiometric temperature) associated to the camera level (or thermosignal) L0. The body behind the slit. is at the radiometric temperature T1 ( slit radiometric temperature) associated to the thermosignal L1 higher than L0 ( see figure 2) 
Fig. 2a. Slit Response Function. Camera sees slit lips of radiometric temperature T0 (back side radiometric temperature) and The body behind the slit of radiometric temperature T1 ("slit " temperature). Slit width is d and D is the distance slit-camera (Figure is issue from reference 4)

Fig. 2b. Slit Response Function. Below a certain value of d,. the Lmax value of the thermosignal decrease from L1 to L0 ( figure is issue from reference 4 )
The normalized response of the camera is then 
Exactitude in temperature
When we speak about measurement. the system must show the general characteristics of a measuring instrument: repeatability and exactitude. To quantify exactitude in temperature. it is necessary to give to the object an angular dimension which makes the SRF within interval [1, 1-ε] ( ε is the error in measurement). A variation of ε% on the relative value of the signal corresponds to a systematic error in temperature given by the relation:
where ΔN is the variation in level on the SRF and < S > in Level/°C is the sensitivity of the camera on the interval [T0, T1]. Systematic error ΔT is generally negative because the apparent temperature is estimated by defect when T1 > T0. The sensitivity is deduced from the calibration curve of the camera.
Systematic error ΔT is then dependant to back side radiometric temperature T0, slit temperature T1 and Distance to size ratio D/d.
Evolution of the test
With some exceptions, the cameras are linear in measurement of flux: they provide a thermosignal proportional to the flux to be measured; this means that the FRF remains unchanged whatever are the slit lips and slit temperatures. One can deduce the results in level for any back side radiometric temperature increasing from T0 to T1. Naturally. the study also supposes that the behavior of the camera remains homothetic on the usual distances of measurements. In this context, we propose a second reading of the SRF. The approach is as follows: -We measure the SRF for the slit lips temperature T0 (for example 20°C) and slit temperature T1 (for example 70°C). The normalized FRF of the camera is calculated for each d by FRF = (Lmax -L0)/(L1 -L0) and the result is expressed in radiometric levels in % of the maximal level. Levels are extracted from temperature via the camera's calibration curve. A function test of the normalized SRF is then determined by the method of least squares. -This function test enables us to calculate the variation in temperature for a slit at 70°C for different bottom temperature varying between 20°C and 70°C by step of 5°C. The result is associated to the distance to size ratio D/d. 1 (vertical dashed line) . In situation of apparent temperature, the systematic error is evaluated to -5°C For a wire covering 1 IFOV (2,1 mrad or 476:1 ), the thermosignal will take a value appreciably equal to the half sum of thermosignals L0 and L1. One thus does not measure correctly the value of the thermosignal and the measurement temperature is not correct for a back side temperature of 20°C (systematic error of -22°C).
If the variation in temperature between the wire and the back side is still reduced, one will be able to correctly measure the wire temperature of low diameter. In imagery, this problem does not worry us: it is a problem of measurement and not of imagery. The camera sees the wire very well. Thus, the IFOV is a concept related to the image and does not imply anything on the validity of measurement.
Let us note finally that if the wire is at the same apparent temperature as the bottom. the camera does not see it but it measures very well the temperature of it since the temperatures are spatially identical.
What say the standard? The PRSM of the camera is defined by the high values of the FRF. The standard requires to record the values of D corresponding to the values of FRF of 0,50, 0,90, 0,95 and 0,98. We present the results on table 3. This results are not relevant if we don't specify the temperature of test. Let us note that uncertainties or the errors in temperature are expressed in °C and not expressed as a percentage of a temperature.
Conclusion
A fine analysis of the imagery process showed the limits of the Spatial resolution of observation. A quantified study of the spot of diffusion is given and indicates a strong sensitivity with f/N of the camera and its spectral band. This limits reduce the exactitude in temperature. We propose a second reading of the signal provided by the observation of a slit presenting a strong thermal contrast. It should be noted that systematic error depend on four parameters : wire temperature, wire orientation, back side temperature and Distance to Size Ratio. Systematic error are presented on a new single graph providing direct access for any of this parameters. It appears more relevant than current French standards
